Salone del Mobile 2012
1.“F* the Classics” by Ferruccio Laviani
The esthetic charge of Fratelli Boffi products as well as the sheer ambition of their work continues, even in
this new collection, to tickle our fancy and to draw us into their world of wonders made of original and
unexpected pieces and with sophisticated workmanship.
Within the company’s decorating concept, the shapes and decorative styles of the past - harmonious and
reassuring - and the contemporary additions - visionary and engaging - merge to create an intriguing and
treasured living space where differences are identified, resolved and revealed.
This year for the first time the products are signed by the original creativity of Ferruccio Laviani who, able at
balancing contemporary language to inspirations of the past, is immediately at ease with shaping wood and
putting together fabrics and brass.
In the displayed installation, planned by the same designer, the frames of windows and casings and the shapes
of classical furniture within the noble home are designed only with the aid of nails and strings that delicately
create perspectives, shadows and chiaroscuro.

The imprecision of the dangling strings, the thicknesses that recur and “dirty” the normal segments, want to
intentionally express the double soul of this collection made of opposites that attract, of classic and modern
concepts, of surreal décor and of bold compositions that express the exceptional character of a secular
experience that welcomes and combines current ideas.

Sophisticated style exercises that are immediately recognized in the container
furnishings formed by a hand-carved base and refinished with aged gold leaf. The
floral décor, the curls and shells bring immediately to mind Baroque style features,
but to the grandiosity of those curved lines instead the geometry of the upper unit is
juxtaposed which expresses it richness in the greche fabric in two versions: a rich
brown and purple.
The intertwining of optical illusions and the labyrinth like design of the fabric create
the perfect mix of ancient cultures and the contemporary feel of the West, on which
an eccentric handle rests in the shape of a gecko.

The mixing of the languages is also the recurring theme for the Collage sofa. In fact, this piece is a real
assemblage composed of three different structures: a chesterfield with its typical capitonnè workmanship of the
leather, a lineal and simple design evocative of modern sofas instead defines the middle portion and finally a
sinuous chaise lounge, in Louis XV style, romantically defines the corner.
Every element is philologically treated to the smallest detail with coverings that are different one from the other:
we can then move on from the thick and distressed leather of the chester, to the fabric with geometric patterns in
the central portion and beige silk on the seat cushions, to then end with an elegant and sweet flowered jacquard
for the sleeper.

The contradictions and contrasts of shapes is resolved with masterful artisanal wood workmanship so that the
metamorphosis and seamless passage from minimalism to abundance , from overstuffed to streamlined, in a
perpetual game of merging of styles, giving us the possibility to select which period we want to sit in according to
our daily moods.

Within the lines of the (W)hole commode covered in mahogany featherband we can find the delicate and
harmonious style of Louis XV so that the tradition if confirmed once more in an undeniable source of inspirations.
But the sinuous curves, the rich curls and the composition of the brass decorative details, inspired by shapes in
nature, are voided of drama by the surreal addition of a hole: a pierced fuchsia lacquered wooden cone that
could be the door to access a dreamlike and illusionary world. The upper portion in emperor marble with its veins
and different color nuances brings us once more to the past.

The same tendency for the guéridon side table still covered by mahogany
featherband, where to the classic taste filled with balance and proportion,
decorative items are added, golden details and carved columns to form the three
legs.
Even in this case, gracefulness and symmetry are “contaminated” by the
enormous fluorescent green lacquered wooden crater that takes over the surface
of the side table, as if someone bit it.

On the stand, there are another two sofa side tables: turned
by the rounded lines, these two pieces were drenched with
the same fluorescent green and fuchsia paint. The dense and
thick color covers the surface giving it an almost plastic
appearance which, dripping towards the floor, shows the
marks of the drops and slowly encompasses the structure
which still shows the grandiose lines and the solid hardwood
of the leg.

Once again the Fratelli Boffi present a unique and original collection made of poetic narratives, fun games
and illusions that hide a sophisticated soul and where details are never left to chance. In addition, with the
complicity of Ferruccio Laviani who takes ideas from the company’s great repertoire, Fratelli Boffi has fun citing
the many periods of decorating history, from Empire style at the beginning to the XIX century, to Baroque and to
Louis XV.
Magical and surprising effects that highlight the wonder of a workmanship with firm roots in the reality of
carpentry and in a practical culture that welcomes us into the charm of a comfortable and elegant home.
2. Fratelli Boffi and Klein Karoo for Interni Legacy
On the occasion of the Interni Legacy exhibition at the State University of
Milan from April 17-28, Fratelli Boffi has created a new ad hoc Struzza seat
by Nigel Coates covered in treasured ostrich leather in a chili red color from
the South African company, Klein Karoo.
Elegant and fun, this piece in a limited edition has a refined silhouette in
hardwood walnut which gives it a rounded and sinuous shape amplified by
abundant stuffing and a “disproportionately” sized back, both covered in this
leather that, with its characteristics “pearls”, gives it an original and prized feel.

3. Limited editions by Fratelli Boffi housed in Nigel Coates Royal House.
Entratalibera, Corso Indipendenza 16
To celebrate the long term collaboration between the company and the English designer Nigel Coates, inside
the Royal House exhibition for limited editions, dedicated to his fertile creativity and to the great variety of his
products, the Struzza chair, the Buttoned-Up sofa, the Reale cabinet and a re-edition of the Back-to-back
will also be housed.

Amorphous shapes, rounded and sensual characterizing the products, lines and classic inspirations mixed with
unexpected visions and reinterpretations, represent in an exemplary manner the spirit of the Fratelli Boffi.
4. Press review
Many are the Italian and foreign editorial publications which used Frag products in their anticipations on Salone del
Mobile.
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